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Working with composer Bernard Cavanna, bandoneonist Louise Jallu has boldly, yet delicately,
rearranged pieces by the master of tango, finding new articulations, new chords, diving in with
all her heart and soul, improvising… If tango weren’t such a difficult, magical, dizzying dance,
it might stir us to get up and give it a whirl.
I had always viewed tango like the blues or waltzes: a lively, popular type of music. My own humble
music collection included the likes of Carlos Gardel, Anibal Triolo, and Roberto Goyeneche, the
Sexteto Mayor who I used to listen to at Les Trottoirs de Buenos Aires [a Paris tango club], as well as
Olivier Manoury, accordionist Richard Galliano, the Kronos Quartet, and violinist Gidon Kremer
playing – of course – Ástor Piazzolla, whose music I’d discovered back in 1974 thanks to his duo
with Gerry Mulligan. But in 1986, his sensational album Tango: Zero Hour with his Quinteto Nuevo
Tango made me aware that the bandeoneonist was also a contemporary composer. I realized that his
music had given the genre a healthy shift, had formed a bridge between tradition and invention, and
had even blown it apart. This sentiment was confirmed two years later by his Concierto para
Bandoneón and his Tres Tangos para Bandoneón y Orquesta (Concert for bandoneon and three
tangos for bandoneon and orchestra).
Two years ago, my friend Raymond Sarti invited me to the Café de la Danse in Paris. He was in
charge of then concert venue’s stage design. I was impressed by how fresh Louise Jallu and her
quartet were. That day was also an opportunity for me to discover violinist Mathias Lévy. I later had

the immense pleasure of working with him on Questions with Élise Dabrowski. Louise Jallu’s first
album, Francesita, turned me into a fan forever.
Jallu’s new album pays tribute to Ástor Piazzolla through a personal reading of his music. With
support from composer Bernard Cavanna, bandoneonist Louise Jallu has boldly, yet delicately,
rearranged pieces by the master of tango, finding new articulations, new chords, diving in with all her
heart and soul, improvising… From saturations and the sirens of Edgard Varèse, from Libertango to
the sounds of the Paris metro in Adiós Nonino, our two accomplices in composition boldly dive in,
not the least cowed by the genre's orthodoxy or letters of nobility. With Gustavo Beytelmann
(formerly Piazzolla’s pianist), and Médéric Collignon on the bugle in Oblivion, the bellows become a
folding fan, the past and future conjugate into the present. I have always loved how sounds of daily
life, recorded here by Gino Favotti, work their way into the music. The reciprocity comes naturally,
fundamentally. Actual footsteps in Buenos Aires Hora Cero set the tempo. Keyboardist Marc
Benham, double-bassist Alexandre Perrot, and violinist Mathias Lévy send us spinning, spiraling. If
tango weren’t such a difficult, magical, dizzying dance, it might stir us to get up and give it a whirl. A
ship’s horn opens Los Sueños, a veritable invitation to a voyage. A welcome dream in this day and
age! The waves diminish, much like the noise of the world at this time, and then give us one last
splash in Lo Que Vendrá, where the entire quartet of musicians play passionately, communicatively!
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